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IHP Panel Mounting Instructions For Wall and Ceiling Panels  

 IHP160, 320S, 320, 480, 640, 900 Models 

Low profile, TV style mounting bracket.  

A strong & secure mount which is simple to instal. 

It is the installers responsibility to use the correct fixtures and fittings to ensure a 
strong connection between mounting bracket and wall or ceiling 
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Step 1 - Contents, Remove of 
the mounting bracket 

The heating panel is supplied with the  ceiling / 
wall mounting bracket attached to the back of the 
panel together with mounting screws and plugs.  To 
remove the bracket loosen the long locking screws 
then lift the bracket. Note how the bracket clips 
into place. Use alternative plugs/fixings to ensure a 
strong connection.

Step 2 - Marking Drills Holes 

Using the mounting bracket as a template, mark 4 
drill holes for the mounting plugs.  NOTE - For 
ceiling mount, ensure that the template is parallel to 
the walls ie the drill holes must be  the same 
distance to the wall. For wall mounting, a spirit level 
should be used to ensure the panel is level.

Step 3 - Drill the Holes, Insert the Plugs 

Once the holes are drilled, insert drill plugs.  
Depending on the type of ceiling, the purchase of 
longer mounting screws may be required.
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Step 4 - Fix Mounting Bracket In Place 

Next position the mounting bracket in place using 
the mounting screws.  Note: A hole for the wiring is 
not shown.


Step 5 - Fix the Panel to the bracket 

Next clip the back bracket on the panel into the 
rear of the mounting bracket. 

Step 6 - Lock the Panel In Place    

Next, raise the front of the panel until the locking 
screws are above the bracket.  Tighten both 
locking screws until the panel is locked in place.  
Mounting is now complete.                                                       
The plastic protective film can now be removed. 
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